Tim Perry appointed as Country Manager of ABCorp NZ
Limited
ABCorp NZ Limited

US – January 10, 2018 – American Banknote Corporation (“ABCorp”), parent to ABCorp NZ Limited, is a leading provider of secure access, payment
and identity solutions announced today the appointment of Mr. Tim Perry to the new role of Country Manager for New Zealand.

Tim has been with ABCorp for over 21 years and, during this time, has achieved a track record of excellence in diverse roles across the Company,
including Country Sales Management of New Zealand, Operations Manager of the Auckland Bureau and, more recently, as General Manager of our
China Operations. In Tim’s various roles, he has been an integral part of building and servicing strong relationships with some of the largest
international corporations in the world.

William (Bill) Brown, CEO of ABCorp, in making today’s announcement, stated “New Zealand is an innovative and important market for ABCorp.
Tim’s diversity of experience, past success and central role in developing many of our present strategic relationships in the region made him the
obvious choice for the new position. We are excited with the appointment of Tim as Country Manager and he will play an integral part in assisting in
the growth and further development of the New Zealand market, where we have many long-standing and strategic client relationships.”

About ABCorp: pioneered secure credential solutions more than 220 years ago by assisting the newly formed Bank of the United States produce
counterfeit-resistant currency and today continues to provide clients around the globe peace-of-mind with innovative secure credentials and solutions
spanning payment, access and identification; physical, digital and mobile. ABCorp has been involved in nearly every aspect of secure credentials and
payments for the past 200 years and our customers span governments (federal and local), financial institutions, educational institutions, corporations
and not-for-profit organizations. No company in history matches ABCorp’s reputation for providing and protecting critical documents, sensitive
information and state-of-the art solutions. Based in Stamford, Connecticut, ABCorp has offices and manufacturing facilities in the United States,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, China and South Africa.
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